Trip Report
Chief’s Order No. 2014-541
Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management (DOGRM)
Trip Date: 02-22-2018
Location: 801 N. Fourth St., Martins Ferry, Belmont County
Owner: Austin Masters Services, Inc.
Weather: Cloudy and raining, approximately 45°F
Arrival/Departure: 10:30 AM to 1:15 PM
Attendees:
• Luke Saunders, Eric Kletrovetz, Chuck McCracken, Beth Pratt - DOGRM
• Troy Mazur, Jack Bement, Jerrit Knapp - Austin Masters
Purpose of meeting: Facility inspection – View proposed expansion
Inspection Findings:
• A walk through of the facility was performed with Troy Mazur and Jerrit Knapp. The facility was
operating during the inspection. Waste was being loaded into a dump trailer, from the new concrete
bins. The waste had been blended and is ready for disposal.
• Waste was observed on the floor of the loading area and at the entrance/exit to the warehouse building.
This waste may adhere to the truck tires and be tracked outside of the warehouse building.
• Mr. Bement and Mr. Mazur discussed the newly completed improvements and proposed improvements,
which included additional and larger bins. After putting the new bins into service, Mr. Bement stated
that they should have been larger for more effective mixing and storage.
• Chuck McCracken discussed with AMS staff the need to update the radiation protection plan that was
submitted with the original application.
• Eric Kletrovetz provided written comments to AMS pertaining to their Chief’s order modification
submission received on January 12, 2018. Clarifications were provided to a few comments.
• Mr. Mazur provided ODNR staff a memo and exhibit showing the 100 yr. flood elevations and
warehouse floor elevations. Based on these elevations, AMS intends to construct a concrete berm to
prevent flood intrusion into the building during the 100 yr. flood event. The proposed berm will be
4.25 feet-high. No schedule for the berm construction was provided.
• A new concrete unloading pad has been constructed. The new pad slopes back toward the pit. This will
improve truck unloading and housekeeping.
• There was a waste stored on the floor of the building (see photograph). AMS stated that wastes will no
longer be stored on the floor without secondary containment and that this was a volume issue. There
were four gondola railcars lined and ready to receive the waste. Filter socks, included in the waste, were
surveyed by Chuck McCracken. No elevated dose rates were measured from the survey. It appeared
that the floor had been cleaned prior to the waste being placed on the floor.
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There were several leaks in the roof of the facility and the roof of the proposed additional area that were
causing ponding and stormwater to flow across the floor. The flow increases the potential for tracking
waste outside the facility and makes the floor slippery. This will continue to be an issue unless repairs
are made to the roof. A temporary fill berm had been constructed to prevent stormwater from flowing
into the proposed new area where the concrete ramp had been poured.
Both filter presses were installed but only one was operational during the site visit. Waste was observed
in the containment bin and splattered on the floor. The splatter guard that was discussed at the last
visit was not installed.
Wastes were noted on the floor in the proximity of the electrical panels.
The new mixing/storage bins were in use and storing waste for processing and transport. The back wall
of bins were being hit with the loader and hoe during mixing and unloading. Chips in the concrete were
noted from the equipment. Waste was observed on the top of the containment bin walls and splashed
onto the warehouse wall behind the bins. ODNR expressed concern with continual damage on the
bins.
A new basin, with liner and a recently poured concrete dump ramp was installed in the additional area
that was included in the Order’s modification (see photograph). The ramp sloped towards the pit.
Loading of a truck from the new containment bins was observed. The loader was tracking wastes onto
the warehouse floor during the loading of the truck.
Upon completion of the site visit, Jerrit Knapp surveyed DOGRM staff’s boots prior to leaving the
warehouse area.

Action Items:
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Provide primary containment for all wastes. Secondary containment shall not be used as primary
containment. Provide the division a schedule for removing the wastes from the warehouse floor by
March 2, 2018. No wastes shall be stored on the warehouse floor without providing a liner or other
means of primary containment.
Implement housekeeping practices to minimize tracking of waste outside of the facility. Develop a
means to clean truck tires or prevent spillage that may be tracked off the facility property.
Improve mixing and loading techniques to keep wastes within the containments. Implement more
frequent clean-up of wastes that are spilled, tracked, and otherwise outside of the containment areas.
Consider providing protection to the concrete walls of the bins from the mixing and loading equipment.
Continued hitting of the concrete with the equipment buckets may damage the concrete prematurely
and cause failure of the bins integrity.
Repair and/or replace the roof. Stormwater ponding and running across the floor increases the
opportunity for the waste to be tracked from the warehouse and is a hazard for the workers.
Update plans and modification submittal to reflect proposed changes discussed in meeting prior to tour.
Provide a schedule for the flood protection berm and include copies of any electrical inspections
performed for the installation of the new electrical work.
Coordinate with the Chuck McCracken, Radiation Safety Section, to update and revise the radiation
protection plan for AMS facility.

Photographs:
Additional photographs were taken and are on file @ M:\Engineering\Projects\Facilities\Belmont
County\Austin Master Services\Working Documents\Photos
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Deleted:

Waste near the warehouse building entrance/exit.

Floor around filter press area. Note the waste on the floor.
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Newly installed pit provided for in modification. Note recently poured concrete ramp.

Waste stored on the warehouse floor.
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Waste on the floor near the filter press area.
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